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Day 281 (10/8/18)  

 

Status Summary: 

All instruments are green. OCAMS was reset earlier today and is now on. Today’s Daily Phase 

Function and OpNav images have been received on the ground.  

Daily Phase Function and OpNav images were collected and downlinked over the weekend. On 

Saturday (6 October, DOY 279), no data had been received by SPOC ~2 hours into the pass. 

GDS identified the cause as an issue with the ASIST machine at LM. The machine was restarted 

and connection was restored after completion of the pass. LM initiated a replay for the full DSN 

period. SPOC initiated a second replay because no images had been received an hour later; this 

may be the cause of an observed slowdown in the SPOC system. All 37 images from DOY 279 

were received about 4.5 hours after initiation of the second replay. No connection issues were 

noted on DOY 280 (Sunday), although SPOC processing was still somewhat slow. Processing 

speed appears to be normal today. ISA-6242 was opened for the ASIST issue. A separate ISA 

will be opened for the SPOC slowdown.  

Bashar Rizk presented up-to-date OCAMS data showing that a phase slope of ~0.03 gives good 

agreement between the predicted and observed brightness of Bennu. The slides show the data 

plotted for different combinations of exposure times. By next week, Bennu’s width in pixels will 

put it in the “extended object regime”, meaning that distance to the asteroid won’t matter in 

determining exposure time.  

Looking ahead: Tomorrow (Tuesday 9 October, DOY 282), REXIS will be powered on for the 

first day of CXB calibration. REXIS will remain powered on, with telemetry powered off, 

between each of the CXB calibrations (Tuesday, Wednesday, and Saturday).  

Daily Phase Function and OpNav observations will continue throughout the week, with 

increasing total numbers of images per day (Daily Phase Function is superseded by Light Curve 

on Thursday and Friday).  

The MapCam Light Curve activity will collect 735 images Thursday and 695 images Friday (11 

and 12 October, DOY 284 and 285). The lower number on the second day is due to an 

anticipated sequence collision that will decrease the number of dark exposures but does not pose 

a safety concern to the instrument or spacecraft.  

There will be no DSN passes or downlink tag-ups on Tuesday and Wednesday. The OCAMS 

partition is expected to be 53% full going into Thursday’s pass and will get up to about 90% 

Friday. However, if we miss that day, we will not overflow the partition.  

The next downlink tag-up will be Thursday 11 October (DOY 284). There will also be a Science 

Weekly meeting on Thursday.  



Next Monday (15 October, DOY 288), OCAMS will be powered off ahead of AAM-2.  

Day 284 (10/11/18)  

 

Status Summary: 

All instruments are green. OCAMS and REXIS are currently on. No updates to red equipment 

status.  

On Tuesday and Wednesday (9 and 10 October, DOY 282 and 283), REXIS performed the first 

two of its three CXB calibration observations for this week. In between observations, REXIS is 

remaining on, but in telemetry-off (low-power) mode. Daily Phase Function and OpNav images 

were also collected Tuesday and Wednesday.  

A total of 735 images were collected for the Light Curve activity today, of which 98 have been 

received on the ground. OpNav images were also collected today. Daily Phase Function 

observations were not performed because the Light Curve observations will provide the same 

information.  

There were no passes on Tuesday and Wednesday. The REXIS and OpNav partitions were 

drained today. The OCAMS partition is at 41% and will be at 84% going into tomorrow’s pass.  

Follow-up on the issues with the downlink last Saturday (6 October, DOY 279): In addition to 

ISA-6242 regarding the problem with the ASIST machine, ISA-6320 and PFR-30 have been 

opened regarding the slow data processing at SPOC (failure to process OpNav images within 30 

minutes after receipt).  

Looking ahead: The pass for tomorrow (Friday 12 October, DOY 285) has been reduced by 1 

hour in support of Chandra (safe mode). We have performed sanity checks to be sure this will 

not cause partition-fill problems. All partitions will empty tomorrow, except OCAMS, which 

will be at about 65%. Even if we miss tomorrow’s pass, the partition is not expected to overfill.  

Activities for tomorrow (DOY 285) will be similar to today’s, except that a sequence collision 

discovered during STL testing will reduce the number of dark exposures collected for the Light 

Curve activity. Science quality will be degraded, but there is no safety risk to the instrument or 

spacecraft. The command to collect the darks simply will not run. OpNav images will still be 

collected afterwards as usual.  

The third of the three REXIS CXB calibration activities for this week will take place Saturday, 

after which REXIS will be powered off.  

It will take through Sunday to bring down this week’s Light Curve data. We have staffing 

support for the weekend downlinks.  



Day 285 (10/12/18)  

 

Status Summary: 

All instruments are green. OCAMS is on, and REXIS is on with telemetry off.  

Today’s pass was shortened by a little more than an hour to allocate time for the Chandra 

mission, which is working on coming out of safe mode. We have received all 18 PolyCam 

OpNav images for today.  

The second of two days of Light Curve observations concluded today. The data are expected to 

come down by the end of the pass on Sunday, at which point the OCAMS partition (currently at 

about 70%) will be empty.  

MSA has confirmed that the sequence collision that was expected for today—which reduced the 

number of dark exposures collected with today’s Light Curve observations—has generated an 

EVR. SPOC will confirm this later today. MapCam remains powered on in a sun-safe position.  

Tomorrow (Saturday 13 October, DOY 286), REXIS will complete the third and final day of its 

CXB calibration and will then be powered off. MapCam Daily Phase Function and PolyCam 

OpNav images will be collected through the weekend. SPOC and MSA have staff support for 

monitoring the weekend downlinks.  

Looking ahead to next week: AAM-2 is scheduled for Monday (15 October, DOY 288). 

OCAMS will be powered off ahead of the maneuver. MapCam Daily Phase Function 

observations will be collected every day next week, except Tuesday (16 October, DOY 289), 

when part 2 of the Full Rotation Phase Function observations will be executed. OpNav images 

will be collected by MapCam on Tuesday and Wednesday (DOY 289 and 290) and by PolyCam 

on the other days of the week. On Wednesday (DOY 290), we will deploy the TAGSAM cover 

and execute SMM-3. SMM-4 will take place Thursday (DOY 291). We have an opportunity for 

an AAM-2 contingency burn on Friday (DOY 292).  

 


